Auditory Streaming, Pitch P erception, and Music Perception When we talk to a friend in a crowded noisy room, we can usually keep track of our conversation above t h e h ubbub, even though the sounds emitted by the friendly voice partially overlap the sounds emitted by other speakers. How d o w e separate this jumbled mixture of sounds into distinct voices? This is often called the cocktail party problem. The same problem is solved whenever we listen to a symphony or other music wherein overlapping harmonic components are emitted by several instruments. If we could not separate the instruments or voices into distinct sources, or auditory streams, then we c o u l d n o t h e a r t h e music as music, or intelligently recognize a speaker's sounds. A major cue for separating sounds into distinct sources is their pitch (Bregman, 1990) . Thus, in order to understand how m usic is perceived, we need to understand how the pitch of a sound is determined and how di erent sources of sound are separated into distinct auditory streams.
A simple version of this competence is illustrated by the auditory continuity illusion (Miller and Licklider, 1950) . This percept also calls attention to some remarkable properties of the events that lead to a conscious perception of music, or of any other sound. Suppose that a steady tone shuts o just as a broadband noise turns on. Suppose, moreover, that the noise shuts o just as the tone turns on once again see Figure 1a . When this happens under appropriate conditions, the tone seems to continue right through the noise, which seems to occur in a separate auditory \stream". This example suggests that the auditory system can actively extract those components of the noise that are consistent with the tone and use them to track t h e \ v oice" of the tone right through the hubbub of the noise.
In order to appreciate how remarkable this property is, let us compare it with what happens when the tone does not turn on again for a second time, as in Figure 1b . Then the rst tone does not seem to continue through the noise. It is perceived to stop before the noise. In Figure 1a , the second tone turns on only after the rst tone and the subsequent noise turn o . How does the brain use the information about a future event, the second tone, to continue the rst tone through the noise? Does this not seem to require that the brain can operate \backwards in time" to alter its decision as to whether or not to continue a past tone through the noise based on future events?
The reality of this problem is emphasized by the third condition: If no noise occurs between two temporally disjoint tones, as in Figure 1c , then the tone is not heard across the silent i n terval. Instead, two temporally disjoint tones are heard. This fact raises the additional question: How does the brain use the noise to continue the tone through it? Many philosophers and scientists have puzzled about this sort of problem. I will argue that the process whereby w e consciously hear the rst tone takes some time to unfold, so that by the time we hear it, the second tone has an opportunity to in uence it. To m a k e this argument, we need to ask: Why does conscious audition take so long to occur after the actual sound energy reaches our brain? Just as important: Why can the second tone in uence the conscious percept so quickly, g i v en that the rst tone could not?
Phonemic Restoration, Attentive M a t c hing, and Adaptive Resonance I suggest that the neural mechanisms whereby auditory streaming is achieved are used, in specialized form, in other brain systems as well. Another example from the auditory system operates at a higher level of processing. It concerns how w e understand speech. In this example, too, the process whereby conscious awareness occurs takes a long time, on the order of 100 milliseconds or more. The phenomenon in question is called phonemic restoration (Samuel, 1981 Warren, 1984 Warren and Sherman, 1974 . Suppose that a listener hears a noise followed immediately b y t h e w ords \eel is on the ::: ". If this string of words is followed by the word \orange", then \noise-eel" sounds like \peel". If the word \wagon" completes the sentence, then \noise-eel" sounds like \wheel". If the nal word is \shoe", then \noise-eel" sounds like \heel".
This example vividly shows that the bottom-up occurrence of the noise is not su cient for us to hear it. Somehow the sound that we expect to hear based upon our previous language experiences in uences what we d o h e a r . Such an expectation takes time to in uence the speech that we consciously hear. As in the auditory continuity illusion, the brain works \backwards in time" to allow the meaning imparted by a l a t e r w ord to alter the sounds that we consciously perceive in an earlier word.
I suggest that this happens because, as the individual words occur, they are stored temporarily in a working memory. The working memory converts a temporal sequence of events into a spatial pattern of activation across the items that represent e a c h w ord. A similar recoding enables musical phrases to be stored. As the items of the words are stored, they activate previously learned memories which attempt to categorize the stored sound stream into familiar language units at a higher processing level. Such learned categories encode abstract lists of items that may include the words themselves, their syllables, or even their phonemes (Cohen and Grossberg, 1986 Grossberg, 1984 , 1987 . Which list categories are chosen depends upon the temporal context in which all the sounds occur, whether they are the sounds of language or of music. The list category layer is designed to activate those groupings of working memory items that are most predictive in the context within which they appear.
The list categories, in turn, activate learned top-down expectations that are matched against the items stored in working memory to verify that the information expected from previous learning experiences is really there. This concept of bottom-up activation of learned categories by a w orking memory, followed by read-out of learned top-down expectations, is illustrated in Figure 2a .
What is the nature of this matching, or veri cation, process? Its properties have b e e n clari ed by experiments in which the spectral content of the noise was varied (Samuel, 1981) . Figure 2 . ART matching: (a) Auditory items activate short term memory (STM) traces in a working memory, which send bottom-up signals towards a level at which list categories, or chunks, are activated in STM. These bottom-up signals are multiplied by learned long term memory ( L TM) traces which in uence the competitive selection of the list categories that are stored in STM. The list categories, in turn, activate top-down expectation signals that are also read out of LTM. These expectations, or prototypes, are matched against the active STM pattern in working memory. (b) This matching process selects STM activations that are supported by contiguous LTM traces, and suppresses those that are not.
If the noise includes all the formants of the expected sound, then that is what the subject hears, and other spectral components of the noise are suppressed. If some formants of the expected sound are missing from the noise, then only a partial reconstruction is heard. If silence replaces the noise, then only silence is heard. The matching process thus cannot \create something out of nothing". It can select the expected features that are represented in the bottom-up signal and suppress the rest, as in Figure 2b .
The process whereby the top-down expectation selects some features while suppressing others helps to \focus attention" upon information that matches our momentary expectations. By ltering out the ood of irrelevant sensory signals, expectations prevent these signals from destabilizing previously learned memories ( C a r p e n ter and Grossberg, 1991 Grossberg, 1980 , 1982 .
What does all this have to do with our conscious percepts of speech a n d m usic? This can be seen by asking: If top-down expectations can select consistent bottom-up signals using an attentional focus, then what keeps the attended bottom-up signals from reactivating their top-down expectations in a continuing cycle of bottom-up and top-down feedback? Nothing does! In fact, this reciprocal feedback process takes awhile to equilibrate, and when it does, the bottom-up and top-down signals lock the activity patterns of the interacting levels into a resonant state that lasts much longer and is more energetic than any individual activation. I claim that only resonant states of the brain can achieve consciousness, and that the time needed for a bottom-up/top-down resonance to develop helps to explain why a conscious percept of an event takes so long to occur after its bottom-up input is delivered.
Adaptive Resonance Theory, o r A R T, is a cognitive theory that was introduced to explain how the brain continues to rapidly learn about the world throughout life without undergoing catastrophic forgetting (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991 , 1993 Grossberg, 1980 , 1982 , 1987 . ART models how top-down expectations are learned and help to focus attention in the manner described above in order to ensure that learning can proceed in a stable fashion throughout life. A key result of ART i s t h a t o n l y r e s o n a n t states trigger the learning process -hence the name adaptive resonance { and that all conscious states are resonant states. Thus the properties of conscious audition that we are discussing may be viewed as special cases of how each brain can e ectively learn about its world.
The same types of properties may n o w be seen to hold in the auditory continuity illusion. The rst main point is that bottom-up activation by the tone is not immediately perceived.
A bottom-up/top-down resonance rst needs to develop. This slower resonance time scale helps to explain why the tone continues to be heard even after the noise input begins. From here it is not hard to see how the second tone in Figure 1a can quickly access the already active tone resonance to keep it going through the percept of the noise, which also takes awhile to develop. All the percepts are hereby shifted in time relative to the onset times of their inputs.
The type of top-down matching in the auditory continuity illusion is also similar to that in phonemic restoration. An active categorical representation of the tone, as in Figure 1a , can use its top-down expectation to select those frequency components in the noise that are compatible with it and to suppress the rest. The selected frequency components can then resonate with their category until the percept of the tone becomes conscious. This summary clari es some properties of the auditory continuity percept but also raises new questions as it does so. For example, what is the \expectation" against which a sound, like the tone, is matched? How d o w e hear the noise as a separate perceptual stream from the tone? In a more general cocktail party or concert hall situation, how d o w e hear multiple voices or instruments? What are the rules whereby m ultiple streams of sound are simultaneously heard, even as each stream selectively suppresses the spectral components that do not belong to its source using top-down expectations?
Pitch Cues for Streaming
Perhaps the most important cue for perceptual streaming is the pitch of a sound. Naturally occurring periodic sources often have harmonic frequency components at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, F 0 . The subjective experience of F 0 describes the sound's pitch. For example, when a speaker produces a vowel at a particular fundamental frequency, (e.g., 150 Hz.), the vowel contains harmonics at integer multiples (e.g., 300, 450, 600 Hz., etc.), whose pattern of relative amplitudes corresponds to the vowel percept. Since such a s e t of related harmonics typically come from the same sound source, a categorical representation of pitch can be used to group the corresponding harmonic components together.
Pitch-based grouping is used by listeners in both speech and music perception. For example, listeners can use F 0 to segregate multiple voices. Listeners' identi cation of two concurrent v owels increases as the di erence in the two F 0 increases, and plateaus between .5{ 2 semitones (Sche ers, 1983) . When the two F 0 are chosen an octave apart, identi cation is poor (Brokx and Noteboom, 1982 Chalika and Bregman, 1989) . Since an octave corresponds to a doubling of frequency, half the harmonics for the two v owels will overlap. In addition, a speech formant m a y become segregated from the vowel in which it occurs when the formant has a di erent F 0 (Broadbent and Ladefoged, 1957 Gardner, Gaskill, and Darwin, 1989) and speech stimuli with discontinuous pitch c o n tours tend to segregate at the discontinuities (Darwin and Bethell-Fox, 1977) .
A Neural Model of Pitch P erception and Auditory Streaming
The present c hapter summarizes a model of how h umans perceive p i t c h-based auditory streams. This model includes a specialized lter which inputs to a grouping network. The lter is a Spatial PItch NETwork, or SPINET model, that models how the brain converts temporal streams of sound into spatial representations of pitch (Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse, 1995) . The grouping network is a specialized ART n e t work that breaks sounds into separate streams based upon their pitch. The model wherein an ART streaming network is joined to a SPINET front end is called the ARTSTREAM model (Govindarajan, Grossberg, Wyse, and Cohen, 1994) . This model was developed to simulate psychophysical data concerning how the brain achieves pitch-based separation and streaming of multiple acoustic sources.
First, the SPINET model will be introduced and its operations illustrated by a simulation of pitch perception. Then a circuit for ART m a t c hing and resonance will be described and incorporated into the ARTSTREAM model, whose operation will be illustrated by a simulation of streaming. Finally it will be suggested how the Gjerdingen (1994) analysis of streaming percepts in music, which w as based upon the motion perception model of Rudd (1989, 1992) , can be incorporated into ARTSTREAM. Gjerdingen's analysis quanti es aspects of the analogy between visual and motion perception and auditory streaming that several authors have noted see Bregman (1990) for a review. Other extensions of the ARTSTREAM model will also be discussed.
The SPINET Model
The SPINET model (Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse, 1995) was developed in order to neurally instantiate ideas from the spectral pitch modeling literature and join them to neural network signal processing designs to simulate a broader range of perceptual pitch data than previous spectral models. Figure 3 shows the main processing stages of the SPINET model. A k ey goal of the model is to transform a spectral representation of an acoustic source into Reprinted with permission from Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse (1995) .] a spatial distribution of pitch strengths that could be incorporated into a larger network architecture, such a s A R TSTREAM, for separating multiple sound sources in the environment. The SPINET model preprocesses sounds at Levels 1-5 in order to generate a spectral representation of sound across a spatial array of frequency-tuned cells at Level 6. The spatial interactions from the spectral representation of Level 6 to the pitch representation of Level 7 are critical for our analysis of pitch perception and streaming. These interactions show t h a t S P I N E T i s a t ype of pattern matching model, a class that also includes the pitch models of Goldstein (1973) and Wightman(1973) . Each possible pitch samples regions of the spectrum with a sampling period equal to the pitch frequency. That is, a region around nf 0 , for integers n and fundamental frequency f 0 , contributes to the strength of the pitch percept at frequency f 0 . The weighting function for the region is Gaussian and symmetric in log frequency space (Figure 3 ), causing the resolution of the lter to scale with frequency.
In all, these interactions de ne a weighted \harmonic sieve" whereby the strength of activation of a given pitch depends upon a weighted sum of narrow regions around the harmonics of the nominal pitch v alue, and higher harmonics contribute less to a pitch than lower ones (Duifhuis, Willems, and Sluyter, 1982 Goldstein, 1973 Sche ers, 1983 Terhardt, 1972 . Suitably chosen harmonic weighting functions support computer simulations of pitch perception data involving mistuned components (Moore et al., 1985) , shifted harmonics (Patterson and Wightman, 1976 Schouten, Ritsma, and Cardozo, 1962) , and various types of continuous spectra including rippled noise (Bilsen and Ritsma, 1970 Yost, Hill, and Perez-Falcon, 1978) . The weighting functions also produce the dominance region (Plomp, 1967 Ritsma, 1967 , octave s h i f t s o f p i t c h in response to ambiguous stimuli (Patterson and Wightman, 1976 Schouten, Ritsma, and Cardozo, 1962) , and how they lead to a pitch region in response to the octave-spaced Shepard tone complexes and Deutsch tritones (Deutsch, 1992a , 1992b Shepard, 1964 without the use of attentional mechanisms to limit pitch choices. The on-center o -surround network in the model (Level 5) helps to produce noise suppression, partial masking and edge pitch ( v on B ek esy, 1963). The model's peripheral ltering and short term energy measurements (Levels 2-4) produce pitch estimates that are sensitive to certain component phase relationships (Ritsma and Engel, 1964 Moore, 1977) . Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse (1995).] frequency so that they maintain their spacing of f 0 , ( f n = nf 0 + n= 1 : : : ), the pitch s h i f t in linear frequency is slower than that of the components (Patterson and Wightman, 1976 Schouten, Ritsma, and Cardozo, 1962) . The data exhibit an ambiguous pitch region at shift va l u e s o f = lf 0 , l = :5 1:5 2:5 ::: where the most commonly perceived pitch jumps down to below the value of f 0 . Figure 4a shows the pitch of components spaced by f 0 = 100Hzas a function of the lowest component's harmonic number, l. When the shift value is near a harmonic of f 0 ( = lf 0 , l = 0 1 2 : : : ), then the pitch i s u n a m biguous and near 100 Hz.
The model simulates these data in Figure 4b in terms of the gradual reduction in the contribution a component m a k es to a pitch as it is mistuned, combined with the e ect of lters whose widths are approximately constant in log coordinates for high frequencies (see Level 6 in Figure 3 ). As the components shift together in linear frequency away from harmonicity, the higher components move i n to the shallow skirts of the lters centered at harmonics of the original nominal pitch frequency much more slowly than do the lower components, thereby slowing the shift away from the original pitch. Moreover, as the lowest stimulus component increases in harmonic number, all components are moving through broader lters, so the slopes of the pitch shift become less steep, as can be seen in both the data and the model output in Figure 4 .
As indicated above, other pitch data explanations of the SPINET model depend for their explanation upon properties of other model processing levels. The full array o f s i m ulated data makes use of all these levels. A k ey hypothesis of the model in all these explanations is that the harmonic summation at Level 7 of Figure 3 lters each frequency spectrum through a harmonic sieve that transforms logarithmically scaled and Gaussian-weighted harmonic components into activations of pitch cells at the model's nal layer. The harmonic sieve prevents spectral components that are not harmonically related to a prescribed pitch from activating the corresponding pitch n o d e . It is assumed that the harmonic sieve g e t s adaptively tuned during development in response to harmonic preprocessing by peripheral acoustic mechanisms. This learning process is not explicitly modeled in SPINET, but the use of ART m a t c hing and resonance mechanisms in the ARTSTREAM model clarify how this learning process could occur.
ART Matching and Resonance in ARTSTREAM
In particular, the ARTSTREAM model incorporates all the stages of the SPINET model, as shown in Figure 5 , but also elaborates them into multiple spectral and pitch l a yers that are capable of representing multiple streams of sound. As in the SPINET model, each o f t h e bottom-up lters from spectral to pitch l a yers forms a harmonic sieve. In addition, there are top-down lters that also form harmonic sieves and satisfy ART matching constraints. This is how top-down signals can select those spectral components that are compatible with the chosen pitch node, while suppressing all other frequencies that may h a ve initially activated that spectral stream layer.
These ART m a t c hing circuits satisfy the following constraints:
Bottom-Up Automatic Activation: A cell, or node, can become active enough to generate output signals if it receives a large enough bottom-up input, other things being equal.
Top-Down Priming: A cell can become sensitized, or subliminally active, without generating output signals, if it receives only a large top-down expectation input. Such Mismatch: A cell is suppressed even if it receives a large bottom-up input if it also receives only a small, or zero, top-down expectation input. Figure 6 illustrates perhaps the simplest way t h a t t h e A R T m a t c hing rule can be realized. Figure 5 embeds this circuit into multiple copies of the spectral and pitch l a yers. By this scheme, bottom-up signals to the spectral stream level can excite their frequency-sensitive cells if top-down signals are not active. Top-down signals try to excite those spectral nodes that are consistent with the pitch node that activates them. By themselves, top-down signals fail to activate spectral nodes because the pitch node also activates a pitch summation layer that nonspeci cally inhibits all spectral nodes in its stream. The nonspeci c top-down inhibition hereby prevents the speci c top-down excitation from supraliminally activating any spectral nodes. On the other hand, when excitatory bottom-up and top-down signals occur together, then those spectral nodes that receive b o t h t ypes of signals can be fully activated. All other nodes in that stream are inhibited, including spectral nodes that were previously activated by bottom-up signals but received no subsequent top-down pitch support. Attention hereby selectively activates consistent nodes while nonselectively inhibiting all other nodes in a stream. Because the top-down signals form a (fuzzy) harmonic sieve, only spectral components that are (nearly) harmonically related to the active p i t c h n o d e c a n survive a top-down match.
Resonant Dynamics During Auditory Streaming
Resonant processing is used in the ARTSTREAM model to help explain separation of distinct voices or instruments into auditory streams, as in the auditory continuity illusion of Figure 1 . In the ARTSTREAM model, sounds are grouped into streams at the spectral and pitch stream levels, as in Figure 5 . After the auditory signals are preprocessed by SPINET mechanisms, the active spectral, or frequency, components are redundantly represented in . One way to realize the ART matching rule between two successive processing levels (a feature level F 1 and a category level F 2 ) using top-down activation of nonspeci c inhibitory interneurons, as in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , the feature level codes spectra and the category level codes pitches. In this circuit, an \act of will" can shut o top-down inhibition, thereby enabling internally generated fantasy activities, such as hearing a familiar tune in your head, to occur. Several mathematically possible alternative w ays are suggested in the Appendix of Carpenter and Grossberg (1987) . See Grossberg (1995) for other applications of this rule in auditory and visual perception. multiple spectral streams. These streams are then ltered by bottom-up harmonic sieve signals that activate multiple representations of the sound's pitch at the pitch stream level. These pitch representations compete across streams to select a winner, which inhibits the redundant representations of the same pitch across streams. The winning pitch node also sends matching signals through its top-down harmonic sieve b a c k to the spectral stream level. By the ART matching rule, the frequency components that are consistent with the winning pitch node are selected, and all others are suppressed. The selected frequency components reactivate their pitch n o d e w h i c h, in turn, reads out selective top-down signals. In this way, a spectral-pitch resonance develops within the stream of the winning pitch node. The pitch l a yer hereby binds together the frequency components that correspond to a prescribed auditory source. The selected frequency components inhibit redundant representations of the same frequency across steams, thereby a c hieving a type of exclusive allocation (Bregman, 1990) . In addition, all the frequency components that are suppressed by A R T matching in the resonant spectral stream are freed to activate and resonate with a di erent pitch i n a di erent stream, thereby realizing a type of old-plus-new heuristic (Bregman, 1990) . The net result is multiple resonances, each selectively grouping together into pitches those frequencies that correspond to distinct auditory sources. Figure 7 depicts in greater detail the balance of excitatory and inhibitory interactions within and between the spectral and pitch stream layers that enables multiple streams to capture their own frequency components and inhibit their redundant activation within other streams, while freeing other components to resonate in these streams.
Using the ARTSTREAM model, Govindarajan et al. (1994) have s i m ulated a number of basic streaming percepts, including those in Figure 8 . The percept summarized in Figure 8c is the auditory continuity illusion. It occurs, I contend, because the spectral-stream resonance takes awhile to develop that is commensurate to the duration of the subsequent noise. Once the tone resonance does develop, the second tone can quickly act through bottom-up signaling to support and maintain it throughout the duration of the noise. ART matching selects the tone from the noise and the interstream competitive i n teractions enable the noise to be captured by di erent streams. Of course, for this to make sense, one needs to accept the fact that the tone resonance does not start to get consciously heard until well after the noise begins.
Simulation of the Auditory Continuity Illusion
Model dynamics are illustrated by a computer simulation of the auditory continuity illusion, whereby continuation of a tone occurs in noise, even though the tone is not physically present in the noise (Miller and Licklider, 1950) . In addition, for a tone-silence-tone stimulus (Figure 8b ), the tone should not continue across the silence, but should stop near the onset of silence. Figure 9 shows the simulated spectrogram and the resulting spectral layer and pitch l a yer activities for the tone-silence-tone stimulus for the selected stream (numbered 1). and for an unselected stream (numbered 2). The gures show that the rst stream captures the tone, but does not remain active in the silent i n terval. An acoustic percept is assumed to occur when there is a spectral-pitch resonance that supports activity in the spectral stream. Thus the tone is not perceived within the model to ll the silent i n terval. The same stream then captures the tone after the silence as well. The second stream is not active since there Figure 7 . Interaction between the energy measure, the spectral stream layer, the pitch stream layer, and the pitch summation layer. The energy measure layer is fed forward in a frequency-speci c one-to-many manner to each frequencyspeci c stream node in the spectral stream layer. This feed-forward activation is contrast-enhanced. Competition occurs within the spectral stream layer across streams for each frequency so that a component is allocated to only one stream at a time. Each stream in the spectral stream layer activates its corresponding pitch stream in the pitch stream layer. Each p i t c h neuron receives excitation from its harmonics in the corresponding spectral stream. Since each p i t c h stream is a winner-take-all network, only one pitch can be active a t a n y g i v en time. Across streams in the pitch stream layer, asymmetric competition occurs for each pitch so that one stream is biased to win and the same pitch can not be represented in another stream. The winning pitch neuron feeds back excitation to its harmonics in the corresponding spectral stream. The stream also receives nonspeci c inhibition from the pitch summation layer, which sums up the activity at the pitch stream layer for that stream. This nonspeci c inhibition helps to suppress those components that are not supported by the top-down excitation, which plays the role of a priming stimulus or expectation. Reprinted with permission from Govindarajan et al. (1994) .] (1994).] are no other components to capture.
The simulation of the case where the silent i n terval is replaced by noise is illustrated by Figure 10 , which s h o ws the spectrogram and the resulting spectral and pitch l a yer activations of two streams. The rst stream here captures the tone and the resonance between the spectral and pitch l a yers continues through and past the noise interval. The noise is captured by the second stream. The use of more streams could possibly break up the noise into smaller groupings.
An extension of the ARTSTREAM model to include interactions between pitch cues and spatial location cues clari es how acoustic sources that are placed at di erent angles with respect to the head can be separated into streams more easily than sources which are not. This interaction has also been used to suggest an explanation of the scale illusion of Deutsch (1975) . In this percept, a downward scale and an upward scale are played at the same time, except that every other tone in a given scale is presented to the opposite ear. Listeners group the scales based upon frequency proximity, so that the alternating ear of origin is not heard. Moreover, at the point where the scales intersect, a bounce percept is heard, so that each ear hears a rising and descending sequence of tones in one ear, and a descending and rising sequence in the other, rather than a complete scale. Thus, as in the Steiger (1980) percept of Figure 8h , grouping is dominated by frequency proximity. In all these cases, the stream resonances provide the coherence that allows distinct voices or instruments to be separated and tracked through a multiple source environment.
Apparent Motion in Music?
The model is being further developed in order to emulate other streaming phenomena. For example, the existing model does not yet contain onset or o set mechanisms to help create more sharply synchronized resonant onsets and o sets. As a result, the spectral layer decays slowly at the o set of a tone. In addition, onset and o set cues can in uence the segregation process itself. For example, the continuity illusion of hearing a tone in noise can be destroyed by decreasing or increasing the amplitude of the tone at the onset or o set of the noise (Bregman, 1990 Bregman and Dannenberg, 1977) . Another set of data that need further investigation demonstrate how the addition of harmonics can help overcome grouping by p r o ximity. In particular, the addition of harmonics to one glide in a stimulus that consists of crossing ascending and descending glides can lead to a percept of crossing glides rather than of a bounce that separates them into V and inverted V percepts of pitch streaming (Bregman, 1990) . Using analog, rather than winner-take-all, activations of pitch stream neurons helps to explain these cases by making the activity o f p i t c h nodes covary with the number of harmonics that activate them. Gjerdingen (1994, this book) has exploited the similarities between apparent motion in vision and streaming in audition by applying the Rudd (1989, 1992 ) motion model to simulate a variety of streaming percepts that are found in music perception. His analysis takes as a point of departure the realization that \a great deal of the motion perceived in music is apparent rather than real. On the piano, for example, no continuous movement in frequency occurs between two sequentially sounded tones. Though a listener may perceive a m o vement from the rst tone to the second, each tone merely begins and ends at its stationary position on the frequency continuum" (Gjerdingen, 1994, p. 335) . Using the Grossberg-Rudd model, Gjerdingen has simulated properties of the van Noorden (1975) melodic-ssion/temporal-coherence boundary, v arious Gestalt e ects involving musical phrasing and rhythm, aspects of dynamic attending, and the Narmour (1990) categorical distinction between those musical intervals that imply a continuation and those that imply a reversal of direction.
In an apparent motion display, t wo successive ashes of light at di erent locations can cause a percept of continuous motion from the rst ash to the second ash if their time delay and spatial separation fall within certain bounds (Kolers, 1972) . A key mechanism that helps to simulate this percept in the Grossberg-Rudd model is Gaussian ltering of visual inputs across space followed by contrast-enhancing competition. If the input ( ash) to one Gaussian wanes through time as the input ( ash) to another waxes, then the sum of the Gaussian outputs has a maximum that moves continuously between the input locations if the Gaussians overlap su ciently (Figure 11a) . In other words, a traveling wave of activity m o ves continuously from one location to the other. The contrast-enhancing competition spatially localizes the maximum activity a s i t m o ves across space (Figure 11b ). This Gaussian wave, or G-wave, has properties of apparent motion percepts in response to a variety of stimulus conditions.
In the acoustic domain, visual ashes are replaced by acoustic tones. Gaussian ltering of visual inputs across space followed by contrast-enhancing competition is replaced by Gaussian ltering of acoustic inputs across frequency followed by c o n trast-enhancing com- Figure 11 . Simulation of an apparent motion G-wave. Each successively lower row depicts a later time. In (a), the two l o wer curves in each r o w depict the waning (leftward) and waxing (rightward) Gaussians through time. The upper curve depicts the sum of these Gaussians. Its maximum moves continuously from the location (on the left) of the rst ash to the location (on the right) of the second ash. In (b), this maximum is plotted at successive times after the contrast-enhancing competition selects the node that receives the maximum total input. Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and Rudd (1989).] petition. For example, although an arpeggio is composed of temporally discrete tones, it leads to the perception of a continuous musical phrase, which Gjerdingen (1994) has compared with the properties of a G-wave. Such properties include the key fact that a G-wave can continuously link distinct tones whose relative timing is uniform but whose frequency separation is variable.
How do the Gaussian and contrast-enhancing properties needed to generate G-waves compare with properties of the ARTSTREAM model? Remarkably, these properties are already part of the spectral and pitch stream layers of the ARTSTREAM model see equations (18){(20) in the Appendix. Term E ip there describes the Gaussian-distributed kernel M f k p across frequency. T erm I ip describes contrast-enhancing competition. Thus the ART-STREAM model, in its original form, already incorporates the key mechanisms for causing \apparent motion" between successive tones. Within ARTSTREAM, these mechanisms are a manifestation of the need for harmonic grouping of frequency spectra into winning pitch representations.
Other relevant properties of the Grossberg-Rudd model are the use of transient cells that are sensitive to input onsets and o sets, and multiple spatial scales to cope with objects that move across space at variable speeds. In the acoustic domain, a movement across space at variable speeds is replaced by m o vement across frequencies with variable speed or spacing.
Michiro Negishi and I are now w orking to further develop the ARTSTREAM model using the visual motion model of Mingolla (1994, 1995) that builds upon the Grossberg-Rudd model. The Chey et al. model uses transient cells and multiple spatial scales to simulate human psychophysical data concerning the perceived speed and direction of moving objects. Analogous mechanisms in the ARTSTREAM model are helping to explain directionally selective auditory streaming percepts (e.g., Bregman, 1990 Steiger and Bregman, 1981) as well as properties of directionally-sensitive auditory neurons (e.g., Wagner and Takahashi, 1992) . All the properties simulated by Gjerdingen (1994) should also be achievable within this version of the ARTSTREAM model when the Gaussians, transient cells, and multiple scales are combined. These several developments should enable the ARTSTREAM model to simulate a broader variety of phenomena about musical phrasing and separation into multiple voices.
Finally, no learning presently exists in the ARTSTREAM model. An exploration of how an organism can learn during development to adaptively tune the harmonic sieves that abut its pitch stream representations remains to be developed. Previous analyses of learning by A R T n e t works should provide helpful guideposts for these future studies, which m a y ultimately shed light on cultural di erences in music perception.
APPENDIX
The mathematical equations that de ne the ARTSTREAM model, including its embedded SPINET mechanisms, are now summarized to clarify how p i t c h-based streaming is achieved by i t .
Outer and Middle Ear
The outer and middle ear act as a broad bandpass lter that linearly boost frequencies between 100 to 5000 Hz. This is approximated by preemphasizing the signal using a di erence equation: y(t) = x(t) ; A x(t ; t) (1) where A is the preemphasis parameter, and t is the sampling interval. In the simulations, A was set to 0:95, and t = 0 :125 ms, corresponding to a sampling frequency of 8 kHz.
Cochlear Filterbank
The basilar membrane acts like a lterbank whose responses at a particular location act like a bandpass lter. This bandpass characteristic was modeled as a fourth order gammatone (de Boer and de Jongh, 1978 Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse, 1995) lter: g f 0 (t) = t n;1 e ;2 tb(f 0 ) cos(2 f 0 t + ) t > 0,
Its frequency response is:
where n is the order of the lter, f 0 is the center frequency of the lter, is a phase factor, and b(f) is the gammatone lter's bandwidth parameter, corresponding to:
The equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of a gammatone lter is the equivalent bandwidth that a rectangular lter would have if it passed the same power:
ERB(f) = 6 :23e ;6 f 2 + 9 3 :39e ;3 f + 2 8 :52:
Sixty gammatone lters, which w ere equally spaced in ERB, were used to cover the range 100 Hz to 2000 Hz. The output of each gammatone lter was converted into an energy measure.
Energy Measure
The energy measure measures a short-time energy spectrum e f (t) = t W W= t X k=0 jg f (t ; k t)j 2 e ; tk (6) where e f (t) is the energy measure output of the gammatone lter g f (t) centered at frequency f at time t, W is the time window o ver which the energy measure is computed, and represents the decay of the exponential window. In the simulations, = 0 :995, and W = 5 ms. The output of the energy measure sends the same signal pattern to the multiple elds in the spectral stream layer.
Spectral Stream Layer
The spectral stream layer is a plane with one axis representing frequency, and the other axis representing di erent auditory streams. Each frequency channel inputs the energy measure e f in (6) to each spectral stream layer in a one-to-many manner, so that all streams in the spectral stream layer receive equal bottom-up excitation. After the spectral stream layer becomes activated, the di erent streams activate their corresponding pitch streams in the pitch stream layer. When a pitch is selected in a given stream, it feeds back excitation to its spectral harmonics, and inhibits that pitch in other streams of the pitch stream layer. In addition, nonspeci c inhibition, via the pitch summation layer, helps to realize ART matching and to thereby suppress those spectral components that do not belong to the given pitch within its stream.
The s(x) = x 2 =(N s + x 2 ) if x > 0 0 otherwise.
Similarly, E f g s(e g ) in (9) is the bottom-up inhibitory input from the energy measure, which has also been passed through a sigmoid s(x). Both D f g s(e g ) a n d E f g s(e g ) t h us input to each spectral stream layer a contrast-enhanced version of the energy measure. Signal s(e g ) is distributed across frequencies by t h e k ernels D f g and E f g , w h i c h are Gaussians that are centered at frequency f, a n d h a ve standard deviation parameters, D and E , and scaling parameters D and E, respectively:
The on-center D f g s(e g ) and o -surround E f g s(e g ) inputs balance each other so that the spectral stream layer can respond sensitively, without saturation, to the pattern of s(e g ) signals across frequency (Grossberg, 1973 (Grossberg, , 1982 . (8) is the top-down harmonic sieve signal. It sums all the pitches p which h a ve a harmonic kp near frequency f in the pitch stream layer that corresponds to stream i. I n ( 8 ) , P ip is the activity that represents pitch p in stream i, a n d g(x) is a sigmoid function:
h(k) is the harmonic weighting function, which w eights the lower harmonics more heavily than higher harmonics:
h(k) = 1 ; M h log 2 (k) if 0 < M h log 2 (k) < 1 0 else,
and M f k p is a normalized Gaussian that represents the top-down harmonic sieve. If a harmonic is slightly mistuned, it will still be within the Gaussian and thus get partially reinforced. (9) represents the competition across streams for a component, so that a harmonic will resonate within only one stream. This inhibition embodies the principle of \exclusive allocation" (Bregman, 1990) . Since a harmonic can be mistuned slightly, a Gaussian window N f g exists within which the competition takes place. Kernel N f g is centered at frequency f and has a standard deviation parameter, N :
N f g = G(f N ) = 1 N p 2 e ;:5(f;g) 2 = 2 N :
Term LT i in (9) is the top-down inhibition from the pitch summation layer that nonspecifically inhibits all components in stream i. It hereby suppresses those non-harmonic components that are not reinforced by the top-down harmonic sieve excitation from the active pitch unit in the ith pitch stream layer. This is akin to the matching process that is used in ART.
In all the simulations of Govindarajan et al. (1994) , the parameters were set to: A = 1 B= 1 C= 1 D= 5 0 0 E= 4 5 0 F= 3 J= 1 0 0 0 L= 5 M h = :3 N= :01 N s = 10000 N g = :01 D = :2 E = 4 M = :2 and N = 1 .
Pitch Summation Layer
The pitch summation layer sums up the pitch activity at stream i, and provides nonspeci c inhibition LT i to stream i's spectral stream layer in (7){(9) so that only those harmonic components that correspond to the selected pitch node remain active. The activity T i of the ith pitch summation layer obeys: d dt T i = ;AT i + B ; T i ]
where g(x) is the sigmoid function described above. In the simulations, A = 100 B= 100.
Pitch Stream Layer
In the ARTSTREAM model, the spectral and pitch representations of the SPINET model are modi ed to allow m ultiple streams to cooperate and compete between pitch units (19) Gaussianly lters signals from the spectral layer that have suprathreshold components near a harmonic kp of pitch p. This Gaussian kernel is further weighted by the harmonic weighting function h(k). The harmonic weighting function h(k) and the Gaussian M f k p are the same as in the spectral layer (equations (14) and (15) This o -surround competition across pitches within a stream converts each p i t c h stream into a winner-take-all network (Grossberg, 1973 (Grossberg, , 1982 wherein only one pitch tends to be active within each stream. For simplicity, k ernel H pq is de ned to be one within a neighborhood around pitch unit j and zero otherwise, so that a stream can maintain a pitch e v en if the pitch uctuates:
H pq = 1 if jp ; qj > H 0 else.
Term L P k>i g(P kp ) in (20) represents inhibition across streams for a given pitch, so that only one stream can activate a given pitch. This is a form of asymmetric inhibition, from higher to lower pitches, that prevents deadlock from occurring between two streams that are competing for a given pitch. This inhibition breaks the symmetry that arises from the fact that all pitch streams initially receive equal bottom-up excitation from the spectral layer.
In all the simulations, the parameters were set to: A = 1 0 0 B= 1 C= 1 0 E= 5 0 0 0 J= 300 L= 2 H = :2 and ; = :005.
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